Stress-Free Debriefing Tools, Essentials

Draw out learning points gleaned from your games and activities. Toss these foam stress balls to class participants and ask them to share accordingly:

The "Essentials" Set: an observation (eyeball), a question (question mark), a new idea (light bulb), something they learned (brain), something they'll try when they walk away (foot), a feeling they experienced (heart), a way someone helped (hand).

“Plus set” Debriefing Tools

The "Plus" Set: a lesson in listening (ear), a "gut" feeling (stomach), a breakdown or foundational learning point (bone), a strength or weakness (arm muscle), something to remember (camera), a frustration or problem encountered (knotted guy).

http://www.trainerswarehouse.com/  Trainers Warehouse: Tools, Tips and Toys for Trainers and Teachers
Q & A Squeezable Debrief Set

No more sleepy Q&A sessions!

No more begging students to speak up! Start off your Q&A sessions with a tactile prompting tool that shouts "Participation is FUN!" Toss the Clock to prompt a "When?" question, a Hammer to get someone to ask "How?," the Hat for "Who?," the Arrow for "Where," the Question Mark for "Why?," and the Rock for "What?." Students will be clamoring to get clarification on all your important points. Alternatively, toss these to students with your OWN questions and give 'em something to squeeze while they think up their answers!

Suggestions for use are contained in the storage bag.
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